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ABSTRACT
In Part One of this dissertation* the propertied of
a simple arc which possesses the osculating circle at every
point are studied* If the equation of the arc in vector
notation

is P-0 ® <?(t) end if the osculating circle exist©

at a ©ingle point P0 of this are* it is shown in Theorem I
that Pd is interior to a sub-are qp which is rectifiable.
This is accomplished by proving that for every partition of
the arc cpt* the length L of the Inscribed broken line is
such that Z« ** r. ©QR (l*^*)# where r is the radius of the
osculating circle* eQa is the plane angle determined by

the

normal to the osculating plane at the center of the osculating
circle and by the points Q, and R, and where £<^1© a number
which vanishes as % and R approach P0*

Having the result of

Theorem I* Theorem II applies the Keine-Borel-Lebesgu© theorem
to prove that an are i© rectifiable which possesses the
osculating circle at every point. Thus in arc© possessing the
osculating circle everywhere, s, the length of arc can b©
used as the parameter replacing the general parameter t*
Theorem II gives the result that

z * 1 everywhere on

such arcs*
In Part Two, nth ordered total variation of a function
f(x) over an interval (ab) is denoted

by

the symbol ^\/nt
CL

and i© defined by the equation

where f (x*...x^n} is the Ampere~Gauchy function of order n
derived from f(x) end where the bound i© over all partition®
of (ab) given by a ® x Q<x,<..<x^» b. Theorems I-IV give the
proof that if

is finite, f 1 (x)*. •*tfC^(x) exist almost

everywhere on the interval (ab). These theorems are next
shown to hold when vector functions are used, end in the
the orm s that follow, it is proved that if

exists,
CL

the parameter can be taken as length of are and

*®l

almost everywhere over the given interval. The simplified
formula for curvature , p »
everywhere*

is'shown to be valid almost
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mnoOTCTioH
Differential geometers usually assume that the curves
and surfaces with which they deal are analytic, that is* the
functions which represent the configurations in question can
be expanded in power series* which implies the existence of
all derivatives of the functions* Very little of a more fundamental character has been done* A notable exception is the
theory of rectifiable curves including the celebrated theorem
of Lebesgue asserting the existence almost everywhere of
tangents to sueh curves* The writer proposes to ma&e a study
of the properties of a simple arc* using the single assumption
that it possesses the osculating circle at every point*

He

further proposes to formulate a sufficient condition for the
existence of the derivatives of a function up to a given order
which is expressed in terns of the original function only*
This Investigation therefore falls naturally into two parts*
In the first part vector methods are used to demonstrate
the reetiflability of a simple arc at every point of which the
osculating circle exists* As a preliminary theorem, it is
proved that an arc which possesses the osculating circle at a
single point is rectifiable in the neighborhood of that point*
The theorem is important because it justifies the usual prac
tice of employing length of arc as the parameter in the
equation of the are. It is proved that the first derivative of
the vector function defining the arc then exists and is equal

in absolute value to unity*
The second part Is analytic in character* A definition
of total variation of nth order is laid down* and the existence almost everywhere of the derivatives up to and including
the nth is shorn to follow from the assumption that this
total nth variation is hounded. This generalisation of the
theorem of Lebeegue referred to above leads to an elegant
sufficient condition for the validity almost everywhere of
the usual formula for curvature in terms of length of arc*
A theorem by E* L* Smith giving necessary and sufficient con*
ditions for the existence of the nth derivative is made use
of at this point*
The notation end properties of vectors have a consider
able part in these developments*

Hence a brief summary of

the vector facte to be used is first given#

3.
FART ONE
THE OSCULATING CIRCLE AND ITS AEG
1* RENAHKS ON VECTOR NOTATION AND PROPERTIES*
In this study, the rector determined by the oriented
line segment whose initial point is P and whose terminal
point is Q will he denoted by the symbol $~P* This notation
gives an algebraic form to the process of adding or subtract
ing rectors*

Vectors will also be represented by single

Greek letters If the specification of initial and terminal
points is not needed* The lengths of the rectors Q-F and a
will be denoted by |Q-F| and ja|, respectively.
Vector functions of scalar variables will be expressed
in the usual form* Thus W(t) denotes the rector function w of
the scalar variable t* The rector equation of a simple arc in
space may be written
F ~0 * *(t)

(1 )

We shall make use of the notations product, determinant
of two rectors, and determinant of three rectors as introduced
by H* L. Smith3’* The product of two rectors a andJB , denoted
by a /3 , is defined by the equation
a/3 * |

cos/at p

(2)

where /a »/3 represents the angle between a and/3 * The
determinant of two rectors a and/3 , symbolised by ja»0|,

y

^Cf. "A Note on Vectors*» Mathematics News Letter, vol. 6 ,
no* 2 , pp 13-23*

is defined 'by the equation
“•Is *

,

('»)

€ being a unit too tor perpendicular to the plane of a and/3
and eo directed that a> p # and € form a positively oriented
triple. The determinant of three vectors a» p » end ^ , repre
sented by |a,/3t ^j» is defined by the equation
|a # p * jr i fi j a » p | ^

•

| ^ 3 * y"|ot •

|y*« J(3

{*)

We list for reference some of the veil known properties of
these functions. The Justification for the name 9determinant1*
is readily seen.
a* * |aj &

(5)

«/3= o» if a is perpendicularto p

(6 )

|af0|* o$ if a Is parallelto/3

(7)

i«tfca*p! » o
*

|a ± k(j,p[

(9)

tot 9to&
a9pll** s\

(Lagrange Identity)

(10 )

19f $p<f

a* t apt a f
to9p$f

top $

9 fif

(11 )

to€ $ p f 9 f*
From the definition of [a»j3t yjf we notice that

for

|atj3tr| to be equal to zero it is necessary that (a) at least
one of the three elements
0 , and < be co-plenar.

be of length zero or that (b) at

2. TEE OSCULATING CIBCLE.

A simple are AB is said to possess m

osculating circle

at a point P0 of the are if P0 is interior to a sub-arc such
that if P, sad

are point* of this sub-arc distinct from F 0

and from each other» then (a) P0* P/ * and p^ determine a
circlet and (b) this circle approaches a limiting position ae
P, and Px simultaneously approach P0« The limiting circle is
the osculating oirele*

If the word circle le replaced by the

word plane* the above definition becomes the definition of the
osculating plane* Obviously the osculating plane exists when
the osculating circle does and is the plane of the osculating
circle- Hereafter* the plane of the osculating circle will be
referred to as the osculating plane*
The existence of the osculating circle at P0 implies the
existence of the ordinary tangent* it being evident that the
secant of the variable circle through F0 and

approaches a

limiting position ( tangeney to the osculating circle at P0)
as P

approaches Po. The same is true for the secant through Po,
We now

give a more precise definition of the

osculating circles
An osculating circle exists at a point PQ of a simple
arc AB if* for every e>o* there exists* au]><*inC Fe*Pew to which
Po is interior* a fixed point €* and a unit doctor a* which
are such that* if P, end PA are points of the arc Pe*P® distinct
from P0 and from each other* then
(a) P0* P * end p^ determine a circle*

6,

(t>)

|c’-c|

(o)

||«’»®|| ^ •

where C* Is the center of the circle determined by p0, P (»
F^f end d* is the unit vector defined by the equation

3.

RIXJTIFIABILITY OF AH ARC IN THE jhsiGHBORHOOI) OF A

POINT AT YHICH THE OSCULATING CIRCLE EXISTS.
Pefinl tlons. The length of an arc is defined to be the
least upper bound of the lengths of all possible broken lines
inscribed in the are* If this bound is finite* the arc is
said to be rectifiable.
In proving that a point of a given curve at which the
osculating circle exists is interior to a rectifiable sub-arc*
we shall shew that the sub-arc chosen is such that its length
is not greater than a specified multiple of a definite arc of
the osculating circle at the point. To this end, we introduce
the following notations for use hereafter in this sections
P0 m the point of the given emrwfceat which the osculat
ing circle exists.
C and r denote the center and radius* respectively* of
the osculating circle at P0.
PefPe *

sub-arc to which P0 is interior* which by

definition is such that for a given e > o* if P,I and p,*V are
distinct points of arc P^^H* then |C#JL- c| £ e* and J | a f e a | | » e,
where C t> is the center of the circl© determined by
" P© *p*
t and pJL

7.
if P( and pa are distinct from P0or by F,» PA and another
arbitrary point P^ of arc Fe«Fe» ifp e i« equal to p/ or PA »
and where a)jLie the vector

J • atlis obviously a

unit vector perpendicular to the plane of F » P • and 0/JL .
J

aw

Lemma I> If the osculating circle exists at a point P0
of an arc whose vector equation is p~cr* «$>(t) and if m j and
are two half planes determined by the normal at C to the
osculating plane and by F, and PA » respectively, where F and
P*. are any distinct points of the are PefF* given by t^t, and
t*t » (t,/ t ) respectively9 then the dihedral angle formed
3t
by
and
cannot be aero* provided only that e be chosen
less than the smaller of r/3 and sT%/2 and that

v/3*

Proof* Letp, and ^ be the oomponente perpendicular to a
of P,I -C end PA,
respectively* Then/,#
* the angle between e,
and pA% is the plane angle of dihedral angle
It will be
sufficient to prove that sina^/ oHow eet

Multiplying both sides by a and noting that a* 35 1 , ap, * o,
we are able to obtain the result
pt * P, -C ~[a(F, ~C)]a

(18)

-c ~[a(?~ G) ]a

(W)

Similarly,
pm
It follows that

/*• » (p, -c}8 - [tt(p, -c)]8

(14)

8
and

& a * (% ~C)g *[af^-Ci)]1*
Hew by (3), |A ^ J m

(1®)

y) s i ^

being tlx© unit

vector perpendicular to the plan© of £ > jsa end 00 directed
that £,

and x> form a positively oriented triple* Hence,

from the fact that p a * 1 , end from (4), we have,
sin/

*

ff1

(16)

Let *iX he defined hy theequationobtained by replacing ip by
a in (16), i*e*,
(1?)

Bin
Suhstituting the values of ^

a

n

d

p ^ from (12), (13),

(14), and (15) and making use of (9 ), we obtain from (17)

• “

* "

*

ii8 )

The numerator of the fraction in (18} will he sere only
if

(a)

atleast

one of the vectors P, ~0 ,P^~€, enda is of

length sere, or (b) if a is 00 -planar withF, *0 and PA -C*
From the fact that |po-cl» r and the hypothesis that
IC~C,£ I* e, it easily follows that
I*, ~°J m IP.-°J 6 *-•

(1 ®)

Applying again the condition that |c -C(iU e» wo hare from
(19) end from the fact that e < r/3 the result that
jp; *-C |> r/3
From the symmetry in P, and P^ , it follows that

(20)

(21)
The feet that a la a unit vector, together with (2 0 ) and
(2 1 ), make (a) impose!hie*
To show that (b) is impossible, let M IJU he the midpoint
of the chord 3* 3^ •

Then |C/Jfc H /a| ie the perpendicular

distance from 0.
to the line determined by
p; end PX' . Denot<*
'•
ing this distance by d^ , and using the hypothesis that e<r/3
and /g CJAPX < w/3» we find that
dM
Bat

* l5»-°/J##^ ,
/fe.0*p* > a P

C,A *C I^ e < r/3*

(2 2 )

Therefore

*,*>(«,*-0 |

(23)

Hence C cannot he co-linear wi th P. and P4 •
It remains to show that a cannot he co-planar with p -G
and P^-C.

By hypothesis and from the definition of the oscu

lating circle, we have

||a,aj i n

</*2/2* Hence

Zs»a'A< * / 4

(24)

where
«'* ■ ®,*if Za » « ^ < » / 2
«•13. “ -«f& if /a»a/*■ & w/
'2 How the plane angle of dihedral angle C,P

,0/A can he taken

to he / J M p xi where K /Jtris as above taken and where I) is the
foot of the perpendicular let fall from 0 ^ to the plane of
p(f p . end C.
*

X

We have
|D-cJ i. |o-C(4| 4 e < r/ 3

and from (22),

(25)

10

(26)
(25) rad (26) give
(27)
This means that the angle between a'lJb rad the normal to the
plane of F # P^, and C is less than ©in”V3/3) < w/4. from
this fact and from (514)» w® have the result that the angle
between a rad the normal to the plane of P;#FA » rad 0 is less
than v/2 • which prowee (b) impossible#

This also proves that

the denominator of the fraction of (18) cannot vanish* for in
that ease a would not only be in the plane of F, ~C rad

-0

but would have to be equal to a multiple of one of these
vectors as well. Therefore
• (4 /

»

(28)

But
*

±

Henoe,

which proves the lemma*
T.atmma. Ti, Let the osculating oirole exist at a point F0
of an arc whose vector equation ie P*Q ® T(t)* Let P-Q » f(t,}*
P-0 = <p(t^)» F-0 ^(t^)* rad P^-0 * 9 (t^, where t, <t^ end t ^t^»
define the points P L » FA » Fj » rad P

of the sub-arc P*P"#
e
e

■being cbooen sufficiently email for the conditions of Lemma. I
to hold. Than

11
|F( -G *JPX *0 *a JjP5 »C $F^ ~C»cs.j> o
Proof* Consider the function F(t) defined by the equation
jp(t} ss |^( t ^ t t t ^ ^ j j^tc^o)>^p( t~t [t^ t*})~c ~ ° )** |

(o»t»i)

Obviously
r(o) = I1’, -C,PA-C,a | end P(l) = |p3 -C,P^-C,a

(29)

We note that t~t[t»t3] is between t, end t 3 and that t-t£t^tj
ie between t^ end t^ on the given interval* Since t,

tA and

easily shown that t-t[t-t3] la leas than tjtjfoftJ
Hence F(t) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma X for o»t*lv We
have* therefore* by means of (IS) and (SB)*
P(t)

/ O

(oatal)

(30)

Sinee f(t) ie continuous in t over the interval o£t£x* it
follows from (30) that 3?(o) and F{l) are of the same sign*
This* with (29)* gives the lemma*
Corollary* If* as in (18)* we define e lJt and e3^ by the
equations

ain* =
■/>,- e) * • w n - ^ g v i v ‘)s - w v e a

where P, , P , PJ > and
( • ,» )(•

are as in Lemma IX, then
ti) > *

for values of • IA end • 3<f between -w/ 2 end +v/ 2
Proof* Prom Lemma IX, it follows that
(sin*(i )(sin*JV) > o
Prom (31) the corollary ie obvious-

(31)

12.
l&tg* Comparing (16) and (17), we observe that if tf,* ie
less than w/% it ie true that |#IJt|

We conclude from

(18) that e ljtie positive or negative according as p, -C» 1^*0*
and a form & positively or negatively oriented triple. Xhe
corollary just proved may then be interpreted to mean that
P, -*<5* PA *Cf end a form a triple of ©imilar orientation for
all distinct values of P( end PA belonging to the ©ub<*aro P'P^#
provided

tA# where t, and tA are the value© of the paraa*<*

©ter t which determine p, and Irrespectively from the equation
* <p(t).
lemma III. Assuming the hypothesis and notation of Lemma
It the following statement is true*
p(y j

xz

where the limit is a© the end points of any eub-arc Qfi which
contains the point© P, and P^ simultaneously approach P0.
By P1 P2

-

is meant the length of the chord P, P *
~

Proof* From (18), we have
sine .® 1?j
where p(Pi) » (Pi-C)s-k*(^i^)3a

(32)
(i®l»2)* Dividing both ©idee

of (32) by P P*, ©ad denoting P^*P, by (*
P P
means of (9)
1 **
l£§*^

-

)x» w® obtain by

(33)

If both 8 idea of (33) are squared and (XX) applied, there
result®,
'(Prc>* * ( P r O ( ^ ) i * (3*°)*
(F/-C)(Pr P,)1 ,

(p-C)a 9

F P,

(

, (P^P,)^

1

)pa

»

X

We consider now the limits of the various el emeu ts ehieh
compose the right hand member of equation (34), the limits he*
ing taken as ($R)-* (P^

}» From the definition of the osculat

ing circle at P0, it is obvious that (p ~ C P approaches r^ and
that P, *C approaches perpendicularity to cu Hence by ($),
a(X)-4) approaches zero. Furthermore,
Xim

(P *G }{p *P )-* *

(Q*)->foil)

and
11m (C -C^KP^-P, H
(**)->(?.%)

» o .

By subtraction,
•lim .(P, -C)(P-P, )i “ o
Againt (P, -P( J^a,^ * 0 and

(35)

11m «/A * a* Ilenc®, lim tP*-P,)x* -*

From these limits, we see that p(P, ) and p(P^) each approach
r*.

Making use of the limits discussed in the last paragraph,
we have from (34)

lim

ra

0

0

o

1

0

0

0

1

Mssuf

Cre

Corollary. If the osculating circle exists at a point
P0 of an are P*0 *= f(t)» then there exists a sub-arc Q.R to
which P0 is interior and a number 6 <ntwhich are such that# if
P^ sad P^ are any distinct point© of the are QR» it is true
that
?TF4 6

*UJ U +

and
lim s
&■*)-+ (z%)

c

Proof* Let QR he eny sub**are of the arc
P0 ie interior to it# P6fPa*

such that

being subject to the conditions of

Lemma I. Then by Lemma lit#
ZfTfJ s r.
Therefore from the definition of a limit# there exist© ©n£ti
such that
P P, * r e,* (l + 6tx)t 'where lim
Let

©*

(36)

he defined by the equation
£ <vr 31 5 I£ ,*|

where the hound is over all pair© of points p(»

a© ahoy©

chosen* Obviously#
% %
and

“

+ **«)

(37)

lim €*4® 0
(fitJo)
Theorem I» If the osculating circle exist© at a point p 0

of an arc P-0 * 9(t)# then P0 is interior to a rectifiable
sub-arc of the given arc*

Proof* F0 ie interior to the sub~are QR defined in the
preceding corollary* Ve now prove that qE ie rectifiable*
let a partition of the arc qR be formed by the points
Qo* $,»«•*, q ^ l n the following manners Using the same sub~
ecfipt for the value of the parameter t which corresponds to
a point as is used to distinguish the point, we assume

Thus a partition of the arc qR is determined by the ordered
point® q,,*.* »
e ^ (^ be defined by the equation

where p C ^ ) * (Q^ •C)a'-[a(fc; •€}]*
Then by the Corollary to Lemma XXI, there exists a
number

such that

Therefore, letting 1 denote the length of the inscribed broken
line whose successive vertices are Q ot q ,,•• *

it follows

that
(39*)
Referring to the Corollary to Lemma XI and the Mote following
it, we are able to conclude that

where / 0 ie the plan© angle of the dihedral angle determined

16.
by the normal at C to the osculating circle and by the points
Q, and R* Hence (391 ) becomes
I* m r(l +€<3Ln)lfQK
This ie true for values of L given by all partitions of are
and therefore for the least upper hound of 1 over all partitions#
Thus
length of are Qp * S(h) « r(l + £<,*) ^ 7t
Therefore

is rectifiable*

Corollary. If the osculating circle exists at a point
Pc of an are F-Q = <p(t)» P0 belongs to an open sub-arc which
is rectifiable*
Proof* It is obvious that if the points Q, and R are
removed from the arc (p? of the preceding theorem, the open
are remaining is rectifiable and contains the point P0, F0
being Interior to the elosed arc QR*
4.

BBCTIFIABILITY OF AH ARC AT STORY PQIHT OF bHIGH

THERE EXISTS TEE OSCULATIXG CIRCLE
If the osculating circle exists at ©very point of an
arc AB defined by P-0 » <p(t)» we toow that every point of AB
S
can be inclosed in a rectifiable, open sub-arc of AB, accord
ing to the corollary above proved. Hence AB can be covered
with an infinity of open arcs, each of finite length. By the
classic Keine-Borel-Lebesgue theorem, arc AB can be inclosed
in a finite number of such arcs. Hence arc AB is of finite
length. Ws have then proved the following theorems

17.

Theorem II* If the osculating circle exist® at every
S'
point of an arc AB* then AB i® rectifiable*
5. UBSS 0Y LE&GrTH 0? ARC AS PARAMETER I¥ BqjBATXOirS OF
ARCS HAVIMG THE QSCULATISGt CIRCLE AT EVERY POIHT*
If an are P-G ® ^(t) possesses the osculating circle
at ©very point, we have shown in 8 4 that the length of arc
®, measured from a fixed point to a variable point P* ie
finite* Henee b ie a mono tonic function of t and the equation
of the arc can be written

(40)

P-G * e(s)

Theorem III> If the osculating circle exist® at a point
PQ of an are whose equation ie P~0 38 <p(e), then d&

exist® at

P0 and

Proof. Let qR be a eub-arc to which P0 ie interior suoh
that the conditions of the corollary to Lemma III hold. Let
\A <p| be taken as QP

let

be the length of the inscribed

broken line determined by a partition of QR as taken in the
proof of Theorem I* %Lbq let e^J^be defined by (38). Then by
(39*}
r(l
and by (39)*
Uf| - r { l + 6 q(l)y;R

**CX + e <?R)T^«

Hence
3*~ g <»a «

A± »
.
I*
1 •

1

But

is

5

,

(

4

1

)

monotonic increasing as the partition is made

finer and finer* We hare shown that B(L), the length of the
arc QH is finite* Hence, if As i the length of arc QR, we
hare
lim

s Ae

(42)

where the limit is as the partition is made finer and finer*
How

ie a function of theaarc Q,H and not of its partition*

Therefore (41) and (42)
it.~

1 + GcjT?

give
.. ± JisL = i t

AS

1 » G-GfR

But
lim
(CCH)->(%Ta)
Hence

o

(4 3 )

PART TWO
THE EXISTENCE OP DERIVATIVES

1# FOTCTIOBS OP BOUNDED VARIATION*

i

If a function f(x) is defined over an interval &®x»b*
the total variation of f(x) on (&b), denoted in this paper
b
by tiie symbol \Jf* is defined by the equation
U)
where the bound is over all partition© a 36 xo< x,<« **os*,3* b*
If

is finite, we ©ay that
cu
cu
function of bounded variation*

•s&at* and call f(x) a

It i© well toown that an arc y 83 f(x) is rectifiable
over an interval on which f(x) is of bounded variation* The
classic theroem of Lebesgue gives the fact that a function
of bounded variation possesses a finite first derivative over
any such interval with the exception of at most a set of point©
of measure aero*
2. TEE AHPERE-CAUCEY DERIVED FTOCTIOHS*
Any function f(x) of a single variable gives rise to an
associated function f (xOx.
f ) of two variables defined for
distinct value© of theee variable© by the equation
f (x x ) »
*sl
° 1
x (* x 0
Assuming that f (x0 x ()*«. * »f(xox #•*•
} have been inductively
defined as function© of 2 * 3**.** n distinct arguments*
respectively* we can define ffx^x *. ix^) by the equation

The functions f (xox #}»«. r§f{x0***2^} are called the Ampere*
Cauchy functions of orders 1 # 2 ** »• ,a» respectively* It is
well known that f(x0 *..xw) is a symmetric function of its
n+1 arguments*
3* A DEFINITION OF THE Nth DERIVATIVE OF f(x)*
Denoting the nth derivative of f {x} by f^Cx)* we shall
use the definition of fc^(x) given he the elation
* lim f(xoX,,.. 3E j

where the limit is as x of*.* tx w simultaneously approach x,
x remaining between the largest and smallest of the numbers
x0#.** iXw.
That this definition is at least as general as the
1

ordinary on© follows from a theorem by Stieltjes *
4* BOUNDED VARIATION OF HIGHER ORDER#
We now extend the concept of the total variation of a
function to include total variation of the nth order# We
represent the total nth variation of ftx) over the Interval
a£x»b by the symbol
b
Va-*

and define it toy tiie equation

LCf. Stieltjee, Qerree. tome 1, pp. 67-72.
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(3)
where the hound is over ell partitions a « &0< x t *•
If V i

b*

s finite, we say that f(x) is of hounded nth variation

It is obvious that the special case » *= 1 is that of
ordinary total variation*
Lasnaa I* If ue,.. *
x0

are any choices of the numbers

.. 9x w (m s a), then fCu^^-u^} is between the largest

Proof* Since

is a symmetric function of the

u fs, we may assume

To mahe the proof by mathe

matical induction, we notice that the theorem is evidently
true if there are no x* e between the u*$ distinct from them*
Assuming the truth of the theorem when there are at most & of
the x*s between u9 and u,,
1TV distinct from u0 fu,I ,*#

nv

.

we now

consider the case in which there are &+1 such x 1s. Prom the
assumption of the truth of the theorem for the hth case, we
have
f(u, .•.u ^ is between f (u0*.

*(ui***hjj)

where £ is any one of the fc+1 x#s between u 0 and u w distinct
from u0 ,.**,u>vv. This is true since by definition (2)
(4)
u„ - tt,*.
f (u. ...U^£) =■ f(u,. .U^-,)-f(u, ..Un.-rl)

(5)

»0

f(u, " * % $ ) *

.UtQ

£ “ U ^*~

(S)

22.

and since the sum of the n u m e r a t o r s o f ( 5 ) a n d ( 6 ) e q u a ls the
numerator of (4) end the s u m o f t h e denominators o f ( & ) and
{6 ) likewise equals the denominator o f (4)» B u t t h e r e are at
* £ a n d Between the

most k of the at*© distinct from ua »• **

largest and smallest of them# Hence f ( u e *• *

, £) i s

Between

the largest and smallest of f(x.# -. x.^} for (i*8 o»*»* »n»a)»
The same Is true for f(u, •**ttTn£) and hence for f(uo ...u
which is Between f(uo

u ^ £ ) and f(u, .

Theorem 1# If f (x) is such that^f exists* then f^ |x)

GU
exists everywhere on (ah) except at a set of points at most
d enumerable#
Proof# T h e C a u c h y c o n d i t i o n t h a t f ^ ' ' /i x o ) e x i s t i s

iia) f(xo,xo+iii .,xo+iin i)-t(xe•xo*kl,,,

that

|* o

the limit being taken as the distinct numbers h, ...

(7)

»•

simultaneously approach zero*

Let K be any positive number and let o(*... »ew be points
of £ab) at which

155 |f(c.,c.+h.(,.,,c. + h C n ) - n e .

,o.+k..r

<,t G.

♦Jc._1)| > S

(i ® l#*.*m)

(8 .)

Then, if d is the smallest of the numbers|e.~e. I* (I 88 l»»m)»
for every e > o there exist numbers he^. * ke -(i~l#* *mi j»l*. ,n~l)
VJ
Q
such that each is less in absolute value then d/ 2 and such
that
Ift®* «°<:+lxe<.j** • »c. +hetJ-f(ct ,<r+]£et(l..,c^-+i^()[>K-e

(i * 1 ».•*m)

(9)

I,et * 0* x,.. >x^ l>e any partition of (ato) which contains all
of the points Oj ,c;+heiJ , C{+ke,-

(i-1 ,.. ,»i J“l». •tn-l).

Then from Lemma I. it fellows that
* i)

i-O

“ £ 2 f (9, ,0;+hail ,. . ,0 ;+ h ^ J -f( O; ,C< •***, ,., ,0;+J£e*v,)
l- l

> »(K>e),

Since e is arbitrary* it is true that
_k—rv

y f

(1 0 )

m W&

L
*
V<x> t end £ being finite* sat must be finite* which means that

r- - j "TV

the number of points of (ab) at which (8 } holds is finite* If
£ is given successively the values
th&t the number of points at which

it becomes @vi(7) fails to hold is at

most denumerable.
Theorem II* If there exists a point x$ belonging to (ab)
which is such that f ^tx©) * looor that

~ oo»

then
.

6

Proof. Suppose X q such that T ™(xo) *
£©*• *• »?*-/ ^
]

Then let

points of (ab) which are such that for ^®o*..tn^l

xQl ^ (b-a). Pinally# let M be an arbitrary number such

that 1C >

Tllen tiiere

numbers h,*...fh^.f such

that each is lees in absolute value thani(b-a) and such that

f(xo*x©+h,

»X0+h*-f) m M

(1 1 }

Kow let a partition of (ab) be made by the points So,. * 9 % p
which contains the points XqiXo^i ••

*i?,-i» hat

which contains no other points which lie between the largest
and smallest of XotX0+h, *• * *x©+h^( or between the largest
and smallest of ^

V

• *£,*.,. Then

^ * ^f(Xo *Xq+H., *«*• »Xo+h^ V-f(^o**

)[

=

f(xo»Xo+h,,... jXo+ii^l-f(^0... $•*-.)

■

H «• f{^(••<?vi )

How f(|0*••£„.,) io a fixed number* but li can b© ta&en arbitra
rily large* Hence

i<*r t The proof from the Assumption that £

(x0) *

similar except that the absolute value signs are retained*

K being chosen as an arbitrary negative number*
This theorem can be restated in the
t

following forms

^

Corollary.

if V f exists, then
CL

and

7 (l,|)(x) is finite

(a * x * to)

f^U)

(

is finite

*

Theorem III. If \ 7 f exists,then

)
and V ' f ^

a

St,

exist*
Proof* I*et x0,.. ,xTn form an arbitrary partition of
(ab)* a n d let d be the smallest of the numbers x- -x}
*,( ( i=l>. »m).

Then* since by Theorem II# f (0M^ is finite on (ab)# for every
e > o there exist numbers h i(

» each less in absolute

value than Id:, such that from the definition in 9 3#
. ..x.+h,,..,) » f ( M (x,-).| i
(n-i)i

«.
2bi

(12)

Prom (12) and the fact that the absolute value of a sum is not
greater than the sum of the absolute values# we have
- £ f ( x ;x f l v ..x,-+k,v,
<

«s

e

.. x . , + b , ) j

(i*1 *•« )

Therefore
1

Jf

^Ixi-,)

- \t(x, x+h;r..xfi$~£(x.ix.1+h;.„ .. Xi.,+k,)| + £

so that
_2£4 (JI'O
>;p

-i

. — t»y

,,

^ r r ; S f(x')-T
\=-»
<

^ J f (xj X; +H;,. . x ;+ h , . -f (x._x,., + b x , , , + 3i,

| + a

!=•'

b
S y H

+ e

a>
(13) holds for all possible partitions of (ab)* Hence

G*

( n . l ) J [O'V f + *3

Similarly*

(1 4 ) and (lb) give the theorem.

(13)

M
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Theorem IV. If

<V

f emiete, then fW (x) exists almost

everywhere on (ah)*
Proof* In order that f^(x) exist* it is necessary and
sufficient that^

(1) f*(Xo),....fM(Xo) exist
(2 ) lim jfc^ ^tJEpth) * f
h-*o
ft

Xp)

exist

which implies that f^x*,) » lim f ^ x p + h ) - f ^ X o )
h-»o .*"*
'
■ ft ... 1 1"'
where f

denotes the separate eases of f and £.

From Theorem I» we know that f^iCx) exists on (ah)
except at a set of points at most denumerabXo* Hence* from the
necessity of condition (l), f *(x)

* »f^ ^(x) also exist at

all of the points of (ah) at which f^(x) exists* Thus con
dition (l) is aatisfied at the point® where f(^(x) exist®.
How from Theorem III and the theorem of lebesgue* we have the
result that
d 7
dx
and

(iwh!
tx) exists almost everywhere on (ah)
, s

d fix)
dx

*»

»

*

«

»

which means that
jl.im If^txvh) and

lim f ^ ’
Y x + i d - X C<"1x) :

ho

x,

exists almost everywhere on (ah)
•

»

"

1
Cf- H. 1* Smith* On Higher Derivatives* unpublished
paper* Thau 9# p* V •

*

27*

Let x<r be any point of (ab) such that f(™'^(x^) exists. Then,
since f^(x) exists almost everywhere on (ab), it exists in
every neighborhood of X(r* Therefore there exists a sequence
{h^ which is such that
(a)

lim
'K h* ® o

(b)

f^Cx^+hj,) e x i s t s «

® f^"/
\ x{r+hn)

(G }
lim
n

» lim I ^ U f + h J
q

Hence
- t?_'\xr) - lim £ ^txr+h) - f^Xtr)
k
U
S

b

Thus condition ( 2 ) is satisfied a l m o s t e v e r y w h e r e o n ( a b ) .
We have shown ( 1 ) t o b e s a t i s f i e d *

H e n c e t h e th e o r e m *

Theorem V* If "V*f exists then ^\/ f exists*
a,

a

Proof* Let a * x©<x,* *.< x.** b be m y partition o f (ab).
Then for a continuous function f(x), there exist points of
(ab} £0 ,.. So*-* such that1
x{ » § ; i

x ^ ( l

* o ,* *,m ~ n )

and such that

f^U:)
«*•>!

- *(*,■*i+,>.•.x!+w) = t-kiJ.

(16)

™ r,)!
(i * o>*. ,m~n*)

Prom Theorem III, we see that 7 (^'\x) e n d £f*^(x) a r e b o u n d e d o n

lCf* H* L. Smith, On Higher Derivatives, unpublished
paper, mean value theorem.

(ab)* Hence from (16)*
/

(*WTX ;) * (*»>»**»•)*
(Wor

(1*0 ,,, ,m-a4

where M is the larger of the numbers (B ff^Cx )\ and S T ^ x ) *
for a * x '« b» Therefore

«o

X;tI... X(Wj| (X)W- X t) l^LfcSSM
(BrO I

This holds for every partition

U?)

and hence for the least upper bou.*4

of such sums over all such partitions* As a consequence*

which proves the theorem*
5* TOTAL VARIATION Of VECTOR FUHCTIOKS*
Corresponding to the definition of total nth variation
of a scalar function f(x)# we define the total nth variation
of a vector function ff(t)» denoted hy
j>

JTVV-'TV

V 9 * 5
°*

i- °

<V
)

*<+01

by the equation
(1 = 0 ,.. *m~n)

where the bound is over all partitions of the interval (ab)
such that a 38 t0<Lt,<:* •*<•t**, * b

(m = n)

Every vector function ^{t} can be expressed in terms of
rectilinear domptoents involving scalar functions by means of
the equations
r
a(=(W=o)

since <p(te . . « 0

1 b a linear function of

•,?(t*v),

(1 8 )

it is evident that
*(v *

* f(t0-.t^)« + g(t0..tx)p + h(t0..t,^

(19)

Theorem VI.If ?(t) ia related to f(t)> g(t)t and h(t)
ae in (18)» then a necessary and sufficient condition that
"tf* exist ia that V e »
O'

(L

Proof*

V &

CL

exist.

0L

Assume a partition of (ab) a * te<-***<t » b.

Then
| * ( t{.. tW j| * */fcf(t; .. t,Ja + g(t; . .t|V> + h(t; . .t;*)* ] *

(8 0 )

* '/f(t;..t^i + f(tv..t*J8 + h( tf -Tt^F

(21)

Ik |f(t, ..O l

(22)

+ \g( t; ..t;j| + \h(t- ..t,,J
(i * o». a,ra~n).

Prom the inequality (22)» it follows that

^

fa ♦ fa

a.

(2 3 )

How from the equality (21)* we have
rf (t^ **•tjfn)
(t ■**.t1+1)

9

g{ tie*. t^>v)
^h( t-j * # • t ^ )

and hence
f a

f a

(24)
f a

f a

(2 3 ) a n d (2 4 ) g iv e

th e s u f f i c i e n t a n d n e c e s s a ry c o n d itio n s *

30*

respectively* of tit© theorem*
£orollary* If
everywhere

0 x1

exists* then ? ^ { t ) exist© almost

the Interval a • t * b.

Proofs Theorem VI end Theorem IV prove that f^tt}*
g (^( t}* and fc^(t) exist simultaneously almost everywhere on
(ab)* Sine© f ^ ( t ) * f

gtt)^*

the corollary is

obvious.
Theorem YXX* If

^

o»

f exists* then

&

.....

also

a.

exist sad 9 #(t)*** * 9(/^{t) exist simultaneously almost every-*
where os (ah)*
proof* From Theorem V end Theorem VI* it follows that
VV.-..
CL.

CL

exist* Hence from the corollary to Theorem VI

?*(t)»«*»* T(<vH)(t) exist almost everywhere on (ah)* which implies
that ?*(*)••• ifN (t) exist simultaneously on (ah) almost ©very~
where*
6* GEOMETRIC APPLICATION*
Let us assume that an arc AB is defined by the vector
_

equation P-G « v(t) for a m t * b * 9 being such that
exists*

J-rt-

y, ^

Then by Theorem VIX* * f* and 9* exist simultaneously

almost everywhere on (ab)# From the earn© theorem*

exists

and the aro AB 1b therefore rectifiable. f U « means that the
given arc can be represented fegr an equation P-0 » e(a)( where
e is length of aro# It la obvious that •* end a" exist where
9* and <P* do. eoBumlng that the derivatives of e are with

31.
respect to a* How Tonelli^ has proved that on a rectifiable
aro* the limit of the ratio of a chord to its aro as the
length of the arc approaches dero is unity almost everywhere
on the arc* Hence Jdo). # 1 or
« 1 almost everywhere on the
ds
arc AB* We have thus proved the following statements
Theorem TI.II* If an arc AB is given by the vector equation
P<*0 * <p(t) for & i t % b and if

exists* then the aro AB
ct
can be expressed by a vector equation P-G » e(s) for sA» a » sB

which is such that e* and e* exist simultaneously almost
everywhere and where ef* =» 1 almost everywhere*
The formula for curvature*

Applying vector notation to

the formula from elementary trigonometry for the radius of a
circle determined by three points p0 » p, * P^ * we have
r* - (J!i.-Po.)»Cg>ra)»(*k.-gi.).»
4|P, -Pe .Pz-P.l 2
If Pfe* P, * end

(26)

are given by t * t0» t * tlt and t «

»

respectively from the equation F -0 ® <p(t)» by using the
abbreviation «p(t©) 35 <P0 * etc*, from (25) we may write
.
r

* 1?, -

?.i* ................

(26)

(<?, -‘A.)8 (9 * -V.)*(<?,.-<!>,)8

The mirvature of the given arc at a point P© may be defined to
be the square root of the limit of (26) as t, and

simul

taneously approach t0»
How with the aid of (9) of Part One and the definition
(2) of Part Two* (26) can be expressed ae
1 Cf. L. Tonelli > Jondamenti di Caloolo Variazoni, vol. I> p. 61.

32*

I* *

(2?)

A sufficient condition that p ® lim l/r2 exist is that <p* and
?* exist and <pf / o.

In this ease (27) gives the usual formu

la for curvature, i* e. taking the limit of (27) as t ^ t 0and tp>t0
r w

i9*»9ai*
(<p.a )*/•»•

, _
(28)

Bow if P-0 = 9(t) ta such tiiat "V"? exiBts« wo have
from Theorem VIII, the fact that the curvature can he expressed
as
f = 4&LdEII
(•
and furthermore that e *2 ® 1. Since e* exists* e1©* ** o, and
hy (lO) of Part One,

|eNe w|2 « e*2* Therefore our formula

reduces to
p ■ e«*

(29)

almost everywhere on the arc AB*
It is evident that the hypothesis that

\7^ ov
A.

"V"9
A

exist, leads to the existence or simplification of many of the
formulas of differential geometry, including those of torsion,
osculating plane, center of the osculating circle, etc*

33.
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